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Hello, Parents, 
 Let’s hope our winter of snow is over and spring will begin! Even though it was cold 
outside, we were warm enough to grow some plants in the classroom. The students had fun 
singing songs about plants, making gardens in play dough, planting seeds, and learning the 
parts of a plant.  

As we move into our new topic this month, we will be beginning our unit on Bugs & 
Insects.  During the month we will observe the stages and transformation of butterflies, 
understand the environmental importance of bees, explore worms and ladybugs.  We will 
have the opportunity to observe live butterflies and release them altogether on Earth Day.  
We will end the month with a nature walk to observe living and non-living things in our 
environment. 

 
 

Curriculum Theme: Bugs and Insects 
 
Week 1: Lady Bugs  
    Letter: Uu 
    Numbers: 20 
    Shape: Cresent 
      
Week 2: Life Cycle of Butterflies 
    Review of Numbers, Colors,  
      Shapes & Letters 
    Digraph: Sh  
   Identify the stages in  
   transformation of the butterfly 
 
Week 3: Easter 
    Review of Numbers, Colors,  
     Shapes & Letters 
    Digraph: Th  
     
Week 4: Bees 
    Review of Numbers, Colors,  
     Shapes & Letters 
    Digraph: Ch  
    Identify the importance of bees in our   
    surrounding environment 
 
 
 
 
 

Parent’s Corner 
 
As your children grow and learn to be 
independent, it is important to begin to teach them 
their address and phone number. With the 
numerous possible phone numbers we have (cell, 
home, work), please choose the one most likely to 
always be answered to teach your child. This 
might not always be the home/house phone. As 
we get closer to the end of the school year, we 
will be reviewing this information in class. 

Important Dates: 
  

4/1: Lunch Bunch 
4/3: Chapel  
4/12: Gym, Easter Stay & Play 
4/17: Easter Parade & Egg Hunt 
4/18-4/22: School Closed 
4/24: Library, Lunch Bunch 
4/29: Show and Tell – Insect or Spring Item 
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